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I. PERSONS INVOLVED 
 
Involved Officer 
 
Name:     Jeffrey Burr, P# 14058    
Date of Hire:    -09 
Area of Assignment: Northwest Area Command (NWAC)   
Squad: NW24  
Call Sign:      
Vehicle:    10701 
Shift Hours:    0630-1630 hours 
Days Off:    Wednesday/Thursday/Friday 
Statement Given to FIT: No 
Weapon  
 Make: Glock 
 Model: 17 
 Caliber: 9mm  

Serial Number:  
 
Suspect  
 
Name: Giuseppe Russo 
Also Known As (AKA): Joey Russo 
DOB:  -88 
SSN:   
ID Number:  
Race: White 
Height/Weight: 5’11”/160 pounds 
Hair/Eyes: Brown/Brown 
Address: 
Weapon  

Make: Walther    
Model: PPKS/KURZ 
Caliber:  9mm/.380ACP 
Serial Number:  
Reported stolen under LVMPD Event# 170714-2527  

Vehicle 
Year: 1999  
Make & Model: Lexus 
Vehicle ID Number (VIN): JT8BH28F2X0163876 
Registered Owner: Charles Houdashell  
Address: 8425 Running Deer Avenue, #203 
 Las Vegas, NV 89145 
Reported stolen under LVMPD Event# 170715-0068 
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Criminal Charges/Offenses: Burglary 
 Conspiracy to Commit Burglary 
 Home Invasion 
 Possession of Stolen Firearm 
 Possession of Stolen Property 
  
II. PERSONS AT THE SCENE 
 
The majority of LVMPD personnel who arrived on this event were documented on the LVMPD 
unit log. Refer to the unit log for a complete listing of those individual’s names, personnel 
numbers and call signs.   
 
The below listed persons responded to the primary and/or secondary incident scene(s) of this 
event but were not on the LVMPD unit log.  
 
OFFICE OF THE SHERIFF/UNDERSHERIFF 
 

OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION (PIO) 
1) Officer Aden Ocampo-Gomez P# 13653  

 
POLICE EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (PEAP) 

1) Director Lisa Hank P# 5232  
2) Manager William Gibbs P# 7553  
3) Peer Counselor Michael Springer P# 6278 

 
CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 

1) Assistant District Attorney Christopher Lalli 
2) Chief Deputy District Attorney Danielle Pieper 

 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ASSOCIATIONS 
 

LAS VEGAS POLICE MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS ASSOCIATION (LVPMSA) 
1) Sergeant Michelle Jotz P# 4964 
2) Sergeant Russell Wood P# 5266 
3) Attorney Jay Roberts  

 
LAS VEGAS POLICE PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION (LVPPA) 

1) Officer Steven Grammas P# 6090 
2) Officer Scott Nicholas P# 6676 
3) Officer Michael Ramirez P# 9057 
4) Officer Tyler Todd P# 8411  
5) Officer Bryan Yant P# 6956 
6) Attorney Charles Kelly 
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MEDICAL PERSONNEL  
 

LAS VEGAS FIRE & RESCUE 48 
1) Ken Dickinson 
2) Jeff Murray  

 
III. INCIDENT DETAILS 
 
On July 18, 2017, at approximately 1352 hours, Dana Loria contacted LVMPD Communications 
via 911, in reference to a suspicious male sitting in a vehicle. Loria informed the call taker of an 
older tan Lexus, Nevada plate 137LPX, with a male inside hitting his head against the side door 
and crying. The vehicle was parked on the aisle leading into the front doors, on the south side 
of the Kohl's, located at 6700 North Durango Drive. Loria also told the call taker the male had 
been watching people walk in and out of the store.  
 
A call was generated and Officer Jeffrey Burr was assigned to the event. While en-route, the call 
was updated that the vehicle had been reported stolen. Loria updated the call taker that another 
male (Russo) had exited Kohl's and was at the vehicle. Russo was described as a white male in 
his early 20's, approximately 5'10", with a thin build, wearing a navy blue shirt and dark pants. 
 
When Officer Burr arrived in the area, Kohl's surveillance monitored his movements from an 
outside pan, tilt, zoom (PTZ) camera system. Officer Burr advised dispatch of his arrival, asked 
for a Code Red and informed dispatch he would be out with the Lexus. Officer Burr activated his 
overhead emergency lights and pulled behind the Lexus and exited his vehicle. When he exited 
his vehicle he drew his weapon and ordered Russo to stand in front of his patrol vehicle. Russo 
initially hesitated but slowly walked toward Officer Burr's vehicle. As Russo reached the front of 
the vehicle he ran, north past the patrol vehicle through the parking lot. Officer Burr holstered 
his weapon and gave chase. The foot pursuit was caught on video by the Kohl's surveillance 
camera. Russo ran around in-between parked and moving vehicles in the parking lot.  
 
Russo eventually ran south as he paralleled the sidewalk toward the front of the Kohl's. As he 
ran, Russo used his right hand and reached toward the small of his back on his right side. As 
Russo made this movement, Officer Burr drew his firearm and pointed it at Russo. Officer Burr 
continued to give commands for him to "stop!" Russo retrieved a Walther PPKS/KURZ, 
9mm/.380ACP from his waistband. With the firearm in his right hand Russo looked over his left 
shoulder, his upper body turned to the left while still running away from Officer Burr. Russo 
stretched his right hand across his body as it pointed toward Officer Burr who then fired five 
rounds from his weapon at Russo, striking him. Russo dropped the weapon and stumbled as he 
fell to the ground. Officer Burr held Russo at gunpoint until other officers arrived and gave 
assistance. Medical attention was given to Russo by officers until medical personnel arrived and 
transported him.  
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Upon arrival of investigators, Detective Richard Hall, P# 6756, conducted a briefing. The 
following persons were present: 
 
1) Assistant Sheriff Fasulo 
2) Deputy Chief Hank 
3) Captain Larkin 
4) Captain Lewis 
5) Captain Splinter 
6) Lieutenant Farese 
7) Lieutenant O'Brien 
8) Sergeant Boveda 
9) Sergeant Clark 
10) Sergeant MacDonald 
11) Sergeant Ward 
12) Detective Alsup 
13) Detective Colon 
14) Detective Jex 
15) Detective Kenton 
16) Detective Kirkegard 
17) Detective Leavitt 
18) Detective Patton 
19) Detective Penny 
20) Detective Sylva 
21) Detective Watkins 
22) Officer Abbott 
23) Officer Kroening 
24) Officer Martinez 
25) Officer Ocampo-Gomez 
26) Crime Scene Analyst Supervisor Joseph 
27) Crime Scene Analyst Supervisor Smink 

 
Following the briefing Detective Leavitt was assigned the responsibility of documenting the crime 
scene with crime scene analysts as the lead case agent. Detectives Alsup, Colon, Jex, Kenton, 
Patton and Penny were assigned to interview available witnesses and conduct weapon 
countdowns. Detective Penny was assigned responsibilities at the hospital, which included 
interviewing any possible witnesses.  
 
IV. BODY WORN CAMERAS (BWC) 
 
Officer Jeffrey Burr  
 
Officer Burr was wearing a BWC at the time of the incident and activated it. The camera was 
collected by Sergeant MacDonald and secured. The video footage captured was later viewed 
by Officer Burr on July 18, 2017 at 1640 hours. 
 
Officer Burr’s camera footage depicted him as he arrived in the Kohl's parking lot located off of 
Durango Drive and Echelon Point Drive. LVMPD Dispatch updated Officer Burr on the 
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description and location of the reported stolen vehicle. As Officer Burr drove through the parking 
lot, he notified dispatch as he prepared to make contact with the vehicle.  
 
Officer Burr pulled behind the stolen vehicle as Russo stood on the passenger side, next to it. 
Officer Burr exited his vehicle with his handgun drawn and ordered Russo to stand in front of his 
patrol vehicle. Russo walked toward the front of the patrol vehicle. He then ran past the vehicle, 
cutting through the parking lot. Officer Burr re-holstered his firearm and chased Russo through 
the parking lot. As Officer Burr gave chase he radioed dispatch he was in foot pursuit. Russo 
ran in the street parallel to the sidewalk and main doors of Kohl's as he ran. Russo used his right 
hand and reached to his right waistband area. Officer Burr drew and pointed his firearm at Russo, 
as he broadcast on the radio that Russo had a firearm. Russo ran away from Officer Burr and 
turned his upper body toward the left, looked over his left shoulder as his right arm swung across 
his body toward Officer Burr. Officer Burr fired at Russo who stumbled and fell to the ground. 
Russo was given medical attention and taken into custody.  
 
V. HOSPITAL  
 
July 18, 2017 1450 hours at UMC Trauma. 
CSA N. Charlton #13572 arrived at UMC Trauma at approximately 1450 hours. A shirt, jeans, 
boxer-briefs, shoes, socks and a tourniquet (ITEMS 3-8) were all recovered from the Patient's 
Belongings Bag of Giuseppe Russo, DOB: -1988, by CSA Charlton. 
 
VI. SCENE WALK-THROUGH  
 
The purpose of the scene walk-through is to help investigators develop an understanding of the 
scene, including identifying officer location(s) at the time deadly force was used, identifying 
potential physical evidence, and re-creating a timeline of the incident.  
 
On July 18, 2017, at approximately 1645 hours, Officer Burr provided a walk-through of the 
scene in the presence of the following persons: 

 
1) Captain Splinter 
2) Sergeant MacDonald 
3) Detective Jex  
4) Detective Leavitt 
5) CSAS Joseph 
6) SCSA Smink 
7) LVPPA representative Todd 
8) LVPPA attorney Charles Kelly 
 
Although the walk-through was not video or audio recorded, Officer Burr relayed the following 
information: 
 
 
Officer Burr stated he identified the vehicle from the call and approached from behind with his 
red and blue lights activated. He observed Russo, standing at the passenger door of the vehicle. 
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Officer Burr stopped, exited his vehicle, drew his handgun and gave verbal commands to Russo 
to come to the front of the patrol vehicle.  
 
Officer Burr stated Russo walked toward the front of the patrol vehicle then ran off running along 
the passenger side and turned towards the front of Kohl’s. Officer Burr holstered his handgun 
and pursued on foot after Russo. Officer Burr stated he was able to cut Russo off but Russo 
jumped over the hood of a vehicle and ran toward the store. Again, Officer Burr cut Russo off 
from going inside the store. Russo took off again southbound through the parking lot. Officer 
Burr continued to pursue on foot. 
 
Officer Burr stated he stumbled as he crossed over a raised planter box. Russo continued 
southbound and Officer Burr was behind him. Officer Burr stated he observed Russo reach back 
with his right hand and pull up his shirt revealing a handgun. Officer Burr attempted to get on the 
radio and broadcast, “Gun, gun, gun.” Officer Burr stated he drew his handgun as Russo pulled 
out the gun and turned in a clockwise direction and pointed the handgun in his direction. 
 
Officer Burr stated he fired at Russo because he was in fear for his life. After Officer Burr fired, 
he stated Russo fell to the ground. Officer Burr requested medical over the radio and stated he 
did not approach Russo until other officers arrived. They immediately started medical 
intervention. Officer Burr stated he applied a tourniquet to Russo’s arm to stop the bleeding.  
 
VII. PUBLIC SAFETY STATEMENT (PSS) 
 
On July 18, 2017, at approximately 1624 hours, Detective Penny interviewed Sergeant Justin 
Byers, P# 9635, in reference to the Public Safety Statement he obtained from Officer Burr. Also 
present for the interview was LVPMSA representative Sergeant Jotz. Below is the transcript of 
the interview. Note: Detective Penny is designated by (BP) and Sergeant Byers is designated 
by (JB).  
 
BP: Operator, this is Detective Penny, with the Force Investigation Team, conducting a Public 

Safety Statement with Sergeant Byers, B-Y-E-R-S. His P# is 9635. This’ll be in reference 
to an officer-involved shooting, which occurred under LVMPD Event# 170718-2442. 
Address is 6700 N. Durango Drive. Uh, time of call was . And also present is PMSA 
representative Michelle Jotz, J-O-T-Z, P# 4964. Current date is 07-18 of 2017. Current 
time is 1640…or, correction, 1624 hours. Uh, Sergeant Byers, can you go over the PSS 
for me? 

 
JB: Yes. “Did you discharge your firearm?” The answer is, “Yes.” 
 “If so, in what direction?” “Southbound.” 
 “Approximately where were you located when you fired?” Uh, he pointed towards his, his 

patrol car, and, uh, near Kohl’s.  
 “How many shots do you think you fired?” Said he believes four shots.  
 “Is anyone injured? If so, where are they located?” “The suspect’s in front of the Kohl’s.”  
 “Are there any outstanding suspects?” At the time he believed there was a female inside, 

but wasn’t connected to his initial connection.  
 Uh, “Are there any out…” which they’re in custody at this point.  
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 Um, “What are their descriptions?” He just knew a female at that point cause it was 
coming out as we were talking.  

 Uh, “What direction/mode of travel?” “He was running southbound.” 
 Uh, “How long have they been…” Oh, I’m sorry, that was the suspect who was currently 

in custody.  
 “What crimes did they have committed?” At the time all he knew was PSP…PSV and 

possibly CCW.  
 “What type of weapon did they have?” He believes a silver semiauto handgun.  
 “Is it possible the suspect fired rounds at you?” He said, “It’s possible.” He said, “Maybe 

one.” Uh, direction would have been south to, to north.  
 “How many shots do you think the suspect fired?” He said, “Maybe one.”  
 “Approximately where was the suspect located when they fired?” “Was, uh, in the area in 

front of Kohl’s where he was located.” 
 “Do you know if any other officers discharged their firearms?” He stated, “No, they did 

not.” 
 Um, “Are there any, uh, weapons or evidence that need to be secured or protected?” He 

stated there is the vehicle that was just south of his vehicle, and then the suspect’s firearm 
that was in the street.  

 “Are you aware of any witnesses? If so, what is their location?” And at the time he believed 
there are only two and they were in front of the Kohl’s. 

  
BP: Thank you. The PSS was taken from Officer J. Burr, B-U-R-R, P# 14058. Uh, time will 

be…uh, the end of the interview, same persons present. It will be 1626 hours. Thank you. 
  
VIII. OFFICER WEAPON COUNTDOWNS  
 
On July 18, 2017 Officer Burr had his duty weapon counted down at LVMPD headquarters. 
Officer Burr was photographed by CSA personnel for appearance purposes and his weapon was 
photographed for identification purposes.  
 
Officer Jeffrey Burr  
 
The following persons were present during the countdown: 
 
1) Officer Burr  
2) Detective Penny  
3) PEAP Peer Counselor Springer 
4) CSA Charlton  
5) LVPPA Representative Officer Todd 
 
Officer Burr was dressed in a standard LVMPD long sleeve uniform. He wore LVMPD patches 
on each shoulder and an LVMPD badge over his left breast. Officer Burr wore a black duty belt 
with attached tools and equipment as part of his position in patrol. Officer Burr’s handgun was 
carried on the right side of his body and secured in a holster. 
 
Prior to the countdown Officer Burr stated he carried 17 cartridges in the magazine loaded in his 
firearm and one cartridge in the chamber (17+1, 18 total).  
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Make  Glock 

Model 17 

Serial Number  

Caliber 9mm  

Weapon Mounted Light No 

Ammunition Speer 9mm Luger +P 

Cartridge in Chamber 1  

Magazine from Weapon Capacity: 17 cartridges 

Countdown: 12 cartridges 

Spare Magazine #1 Capacity: 17 cartridges 

Countdown: 17 cartridges 

Spare Magazine #2 Capacity: 17 cartridges 

Countdown: 17 cartridges 

Spare Magazine #3 Capacity: 17 cartridges 

Countdown: 17 cartridges 

 
At the completion of the countdown, it was determined Officer Burr discharged his firearm five 
times during the incident. When compared to evidence at the scene, detectives concluded 
Officer Burr discharged his firearm five times. Officer Burr’s firearm, magazines, and cartridges 
were photographed and impounded by CSA Charlton.  
 
IX. DESCRIPTION OF THE SCENE AND VISIBLE EVIDENCE 
 
CSA Felabom responded and wrote the following in the crime scene report: 
 
07-18-17 AT 1452 HOURS, 6700 NORTH DURANGO DRIVE: 
 
Vehicle(s): 
 
V1- 1999 Lexus LS400 (NV – 137LPX) VIN: JT8BH28F2X0163876 
 
General Information: 
 
At the above date and time I [CSA Felabom] arrived at 6700 N Durango Dr. in reference to an 
officer involved shooting investigation. Multiple patrol and detective units were on scene or 
arrived shortly afterward, including Sgt. MacDonald #4660, Detectives Leavitt #5814, Penny 
#6042, Alsup #5782, and Colon #7585, CSAS Smink #6556 and Joseph #8178, SCSA Grover 
#4934, and CSA Tapay #15709. 
 
The above location was a Kohl's retail store with two south facing entrances to the building; one 
at the east end and one at the west end. A Lee's Discount Liquor store was on the east side of 
the Kohl's, facing south. A sidewalk was along the front of the stores with an east/west oriented 
drive on the south side of the sidewalk. A parking lot with multiple north/south oriented aisles 
containing east/west oriented parking stalls was south of the east/west oriented drive. 
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Multiple vehicles were parked in the parking lot including V1, which was found parked on the 
west side of the aisle just east of the east front door to Kohl's, in the fourth stall south of the 
north-most stall. LVMPD patrol car NW10701 was found parked in the stall on the west side of 
V1, facing southwest. Its emergency lights were found on. A Volkswagen Beetle (NV Handicap 
– E1536) was found parked northwest of V1, a Dodge Journey (NV-230YXV) was found parked 
southwest of V1, and a Kia Sorento (NV 753XZN) was found in a parking area east of V1. 
 
Apparent bloodstains were observed on the ground of the east/west drive, directly south of the 
east entrance doors to Kohl's. Three cartridge cases with headstamp "SPEER 9MM LUGER+P" 
(Items 2-4) were found on the north side of the drive, west of the apparent bloodstains. Two 
cartridge cases with headstamp "SPEER 9MM LUGER+P" (items #5-6) were found on the south 
side of the drive, west of the apparent bloodstains.  
 
A Walther PPK/S semi-automatic 380ACP pistol,  (item #1), was found by the north 
curb, west of the cartridge cases. The pistol was found loaded with one cartridge with headstamp 
"WIN 380 AUTO" (item #1A) in the chamber and a seven round capacity magazine (item #1B) 
in the magazine well. The magazine was found loaded with five cartridges with headstamps 
"HORNADY 380 AUTO" and "WIN 380 AUTO" (items #1C-1G). 
 
A black "HONHX" wrist watch (item #9) was found on the ground of the east/west drive, north 
of the apparent bloodstains, next to the curb. Possible bullet damage was observed to the watch.  
 
Multiple cards (item #10) were found on the ground of the parking lot, northwest of V1 and the 
patrol car. The cards had been covered by orange traffic cones prior to my arrival. The cards 
were in the names of Giuseppe Russo and Charles D Houdashell. 
 
A south facing side door to Lee's Discount Liquor was located on the west end of the store. A 
small stairway, oriented east/west, accessed the doorway. An apparent bullet ricochet (A) was 
found on the exterior of the south wall, west of the stairs to the side door. The bullet continued 
eastward, impacting the west facing wall on the east side of the side door (A1). A bullet (item 
#7) was found on the ground of the sidewalk by the foot of the stairs to the side door. 
 
Multiple pillars were located in front of the front entrance to Lee's Discount Liquor. An apparent 
bullet ricochet (B) was found in the south facing portion of the west side of the west-most pillar. 
The bullet continued eastward, striking the west facing portion of a protrusion on the south side 
of the pillar (B1). A bullet (item #8) was found on the sidewalk t the west of the pillar.  
 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 
 
Digital images were recorded by SCSA Grover showing the above described scene, perspective 
views between the reported locations of the officer and the suspect, and of Bullet Hole Test Kit 
results. Additional images were recorded by the undersigned showing Officer Burr #14058 for 
identification and to show the location of his body camera on his left shirt lapel. Aerial 
photographs were recorded by SCSA Charlton #13572. Refer to her reports under this event for 
details of actions taken.  
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EVIDENCE: 
 
The above items of evidence were recovered and impounded into evidence by SCSA Grover. 
Refer to his Evidence Impound Report under this event for details. 
 
DIAGRAM: 
 
A rough sketch of the scene was completed by CSA Tapay, including the measured distance 
between the reported locations of the officer and the suspect at the time of the shooting: 8ft 2in. 
A computer diagram will be completed and included with the case file at a later date.  
 
OTHER: 
 
A Bullet Hole Testing Kit was used to test defects found on the exterior of the Lee's Discount 
Liquor store, including defects labeled A & A1 by the south facing side door, as well as a defect 
on the south side of the wall on the south side of the stairs to the side door. A & A1 both tested 
positive for copper and for lead. The defect on the wall south of the stairs tested negative for 
both copper and for lead. 
 
No further action taken. 
 
07-18-17 1640 HOURS AT UMC TRAUMA: 
 
At approximately 1640hrs, I returned to UMC Trauma. A specimen cup, containing one (1) bullet 
(ITEM #2), was recovered from the hands of LVMPD Patrol Officer R. Glass #13461. It was 
reportedly removed by Dr. McNicoll from the liver of Giuseppe Russo. The bullet and specimen 
cup were rinsed with water prior to impound.  
 
07-18-17 1735 HOURS AT LVMPD HEADQUARTERS: 
At approximately 1735hrs, I [CSA N. Charlton #13572] arrived at LVMPD Headquarters, along 
with FIT Detective B. Penny #6042, for an officer countdown. 
 
LVMPD Patrol Officer J. Burr #14058 was wearing a long-sleeve LVMPD issued uniform. He 
was carrying a semi-automatic Glock 17 handgun, 9MM, Serial (ITEM #1). There was 
one (1) "SPEER 9MM LUGER+P" cartridge (ITEM #1A) in the chamber. A 17-capacity weapon 
magazine (ITEM #1B), containing twelve (12) "SPEER 9MM LUGER+P" cartridges (ITEM #1C), 
was within the magazine well. Officer Burr also carried three (3) extra 17-capacity weapon 
magazines, each containing seventeen (17) "SPEER 9MM LUGER+P" cartridges.  
 
Evidence: 
The clothing from the Patient's Belonging's Bag, a bullet, and the officer's handgun and contents, 
were all recovered and impounded as evidence. 
 
Please refer to the Evidence Impound Report and Impounded Firearms Information Reports for 
additional information.  
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Photography: 
Digital images were taken for location, identification and overall condition of the scenes as 
described above to include aerial views of the scene. 
 
No further action was taken.  
 
07-20-17 0900 HOURS AT UMC TRAUMA: 
[CSA J. Scott #9618] Photography/Digital images were taken showing: Guiseppe Russo 
08/14/1988 for location (TICU bed #10), identification (white male adult with a beard, and 
wearing a hospital gown), overall condition (lying down, cuffed to bed, and with medical 
equipment attached), and injuries (left arm (wrapped), left side of upper torso (bandaged), 
abdomen (bandaged x2), right forearm (bandaged), and left hip/upper thigh (bandaged)). 
 
No additional actions taken.  
 
07-21-17 2136 HOURS AT UMC TRAUMA: 
I [CSA C. Browning #15291] arrived on scene at the above location on the above listed date and 
time and made contact with Patrol Detective R. Boehm P#9873. Upon arrival, R. Boehm was in 
possession of a biohazard bag containing a blue lidded plastic container with labeling for "Arvada 
Doe" containing one (1) bullet (Item 1). The bullet was reportedly retrieved from the left hip of 
Giuseppe Russo (DOB: 1986). 
 
Photography: 
Digital images were recorded to show the identification of recovered evidence. 
 
Evidence Recovery: 
The following items were collected and impounded as evidence: the biohazard bag with the 
container and bullet (Item 1), and a swab of possible DNA from the surface of the bullet (Item 
2). See the Evidence Impound Report for further information.  
 
No further actions taken. 
 
The following items were impounded by CSA Grover: 
 
1) ONE WALTER PPK/S CAL. 9MM KURZ/380 ACP, SEMI-AUTO HANDGUN, SERIAL 

, STAINLESS FRAME, BLACK GRIPS, 3 ¼ " BARREL, MADE IN USA 
a. ONE "WIN 380 AUTO" CARTRIDGE 
b. ONE WALTHER SEVEN ROUND FIREARM MAGAZINE (FROM 1B) 
c. ONE "HORNADY 380 AUTO" CARTRIDGE (FROM 1B) 
d. ONE "WIN 380 AUTO" CARTRIDGE (FROM 1B)  
e. ONE "WIN 380 AUTO" CARTRIDGE (FROM 1B) 
f. ONE "WIN 380 AUTO" CARTRIDGE (FROM 1B) 
g. ONE "HORNADY 380 AUTO" CARTRIDGE 

2) ONE "SPEER 9MM LUGER + P" CARTRIDGE CASE 
3) ONE "SPEER 9MM LUGER+P" CARTRIDGE CASE 
4) ONE "SPEER 9MM LUGER+P" CARTRIDGE CASE  
5) ONE "SPEER 9MM LUGER+P" CARTRIDGE CASE  
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6) ONE "SPEER 9MM LUGER+P" CARTRIDGE CASE 
7) ONE FIRED BULLET 
8) ONE FIRED BULLET 
9) ONE BLACK "HONHX" WRIST WATCH WITH POSSIBLE BULLET DAMAGE 
10) FIVE CARDS BEARING THE NAME GIUSEPPE RUSSO, ONE CARD BEARING THE 

NAME CHARLES D HOUDASHEL, AND ONE CARD BEARING NO NAME 
 
X. THIRD PARTY VIDEO AND PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE 
 
Kohl's Department Store 
 
A camera located on the outside of the Kohl's building which faced the parking lot recorded the 
incident. The camera was located to the southeast of the front doors and was a pan, tilt, zoom 
(PTZ) style camera. A Kohl's employee monitored the camera and zoomed in as Officer Burr 
arrived in the parking lot. As Officer Burr's vehicle turned west onto one of the aisles, his vehicle 
emergency lights were activated. Officer Burr's vehicle pulled directly behind a Lexus which had 
a white male (Russo) standing toward the front passenger quarter panel. 
 
Officer Burr was seen exiting his vehicle and pointing with his hand toward the front of his patrol 
vehicle as Russo moved toward him. When Russo reached the front of Officer Burr's vehicle he 
suddenly ran past the vehicle toward the north of the parking lot. Russo ran between vehicles, 
jumped over the hood of a Volkswagen parked in a handicapped spot before he ran toward the 
front of Kohl's. Officer Burr continued to pursue as Russo ran south, paralleling the sidewalk in 
front of Kohl's. As Officer Burr ran he drew his firearm and pointed it toward Russo who was still 
ahead of him. As Russo passed the front doors to Kohl's he reached into his back right waistband 
with his right hand. He immediately turned his upper body left and looked over his shoulder as 
his right hand crossed his body. As his hand moved toward Officer Burr, Russo stumbled and 
fell to the ground. Officer Burr continued to point his firearm at Russo who was on the ground, 
where he was eventually given medical attention by responding officers and medical personnel.  
 
XI. PERSONS CONTACTED  
 
The following persons were contacted reference their knowledge of the facts and circumstances 
related to the incident:  
 
Civilians 
 
Dana Loria 
DOB: -78  
SSN:  
NV OLN:  
Address: 5760 North Fort Apache Road 
 Las Vegas, NV 89149  
Phone number:  
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
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Toni Eusanio 
DOB: -80  
SSN:  
Phone number:  
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
 
April Kremidas-Hookham 
DOB: -71  
SSN:  
NV OLN:  
Address: 5413 Harmony Green Drive #201 
 Las Vegas, NV 89149  
Phone number:  
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
 
Katherine Campbell 
DOB: -68  
SSN:  
NV OLN:  
Address: 8328 Impatients Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89131  
Phone number:  
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
 
Patricia Fuson 
DOB: -61  
SSN:  
NV OLN:  
Address: 8822 Arroyo Azul Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89131  
Phone number:  
Employer: Clark County School District 
Occupation: Berkeley L. Bunker Elementary School 
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
 
Wayne Warner 
DOB: -63  
SSN: 6 
NV OLN:  
Address: 6042 Golden Harmony Street 
 North Las Vegas, NV 89031  
Phone number:  
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
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Andrew Verdi 
DOB: -91  
SSN:  
Address: 19088 Tule Way 
 Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
 
Sharine Haller 
DOB: -84  
SSN: 6 
NV OLN: 5 
Address: 6255 Gold Run Street 
 North Las Vegas, NV 89032  
Phone number:  
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
 
Douglas Russell 
DOB: -76  
SSN:  
NV OLN: 2 
Address: 5716 Ocean Beach Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89149  
Phone number:  
Employer: United States Air Force 
Occupation: Section Chief 
Shift hours: 0700 - 1600 
Days off: Saturday / Sunday  
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
 
Sheila Taylor 
DOB: -65  
SSN:  
NV OLN:  
Address: 8921 Briar Bay Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89131  
Phone number:  
Employer: Somerset Academy 
Occupation: Teacher 
Shift hours: 0700 - 1500 
Days off: Saturday / Sunday  
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
 
Marlene Kasulka 
DOB: -49  
SSN:  
NV OLN:  
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Address: 10331 Oak Terrace Avenue 
 Las Vegas, NV 89149 
Phone number:  
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
 

 
DOB: -02  
Address:  
   
Phone number:  
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
 
Lisa Ware 
DOB: 0-80  
SSN:  
  
Address: 5438 Alfred Drive 
 Las Vegas, NV 89108  
Phone number:  
Employer: Buffalo Wild Wings 
Occupation: Cook 
Shift hours: 0600 - 1400 
Days off: Wednesday / Thursday  
Witness; provided a written statement and audio recorded interview 
 
 
XII. INVESTIGATION  
 
Involved Officer 
 
Officer Jeffrey Burr  
 
Per LVMPD Policy 6/002.04, Post Use of Force Procedures, an involved officer may provide 
a recorded statement to FIT investigators. If given, involved officer statements are taken at 
least 48 hours after the incident unless waived by the involved officer.  
On July 19, 2017, at approximately 0918 hours, Lieutenant O’Brien contacted Officer Burr 
who declined to provide a voluntary statement to FIT investigators.  
 
Witnesses 
 
Dana Loria 
 
On July 18, 2017, at approximately 1625 hours, Detective Patton conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Dana Loria at 6700 North Durango Drive. Below is a summary of the 
interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
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Loria backed into a parking space in the parking lot of the Kohl's located at 6700 North 
Durango Drive. Prior to exiting her vehicle Loria observed a white male [Andrew Verdi] sitting 
in the driver’s seat of a gold Lexus. The Lexus was parked directly in front of her vehicle. 
Verdi was pounding his fists on the steering wheel and looking around as if he was casing. 
Loria was concerned about Verdi’s actions and called 911. 
 
While on the phone with 911 a second male [Giuseppe Russo] approached the Lexus and 
stood outside of the car next to the passenger door. Loria moved her vehicle to the north part 
of the parking lot near the Kirkland store and continued to watch Russo as she stayed on the 
phone with the 911 call taker.  
 
Loria observed a police officer [Officer Burr] arrive and approach Russo. Immediately upon 
Officer Burr’s contact with Russo, Russo ran away and Officer Burr followed. As both Officer 
Burr and Russo approached the front of the Kohl's, Russo turned and raised his hand up as 
if he was going to hurt the officer. Loria believed Officer Burr fired four rounds at Russo and 
Russo fell to the ground. Loria did not see a weapon in Russo’s hand.  
 
Toni Eusanio 
 
On July 18, 2017, at approximately 1637 hours, Detective Alsup conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Toni Eusanio at 6700 North Durango Drive. Also present for the 
interview was Detective Colon. Below is a summary of the interview; for complete details 
refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Sometime in the morning hours of July 18, 2017, Eusanio woke up at the residence of a 
friend named Kenna. She was given a ride to her ex-boyfriends apartment by Andrew and 
another male who’s name she could not remember [Russo]. Eusanio stated the vehicle 
belonged to Russo and could not recall the make or color of the vehicle. According to 
Eusanio, she was then picked up at her ex-boyfriend’s apartment by Andrew who was driving 
a motorcycle. 
 
After driving around and going to multiple residences throughout the day, Eusanio, Russo 
and Verdi went to the Kohl's so she could return some jeans. Eusanio went into the store and 
was later met inside by Russo and Verdi. Russo showed Eusanio a shirt and then walked 
away. A short time later an employee walked up to Eusanio and informed her that her friend 
had been hurt outside. Eusanio looked outside and observed multiple police officers in the 
parking lot. A short time later officers came into the store and placed her in handcuffs.  
 
April Kremidas-Hookham 
 
On July 18, 2017 at 1639 hours, Detective Kenton conducted an audio recorded interview 
with April Kremidas-Hookham. The interview was conducted at Kohl's located at 6700 North 
Durango Drive. The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the 
transcribed statement.  
 
At approximately 1358 hours, Kremidas-Hookham, walked from Kirkland’s towards Kohl's on 
the sidewalk. She believed she was approximately 40 feet away from where the incident 
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occurred. She observed Officer Burr make contact with a Hispanic male wearing dark 
clothing. Officer Burr told the male to, “Get in front of his car.” The male asked, “What car?” 
Officer Burr instructed him, “In front of my car.” Officer Burr grabbed the male by the bicep 
but the male was able to pull away from Officer Burr.  She heard Officer Burr yell, “Stop, stop, 
stop” as the male ran from Officer Burr towards Kohl's and Kremidas-Hookham observed 
numerous unknown items fall on the ground in the parking lot. She said the male threw the 
items but did not see where the male retrieved them from. Officer Burr had his back to 
Kremidas-Hookham. The male turned. Officer Burr told the male to, “Just stop.” Officer Burr 
drew his firearm. She observed Officer Burr fire 3 shots and the male fell to the ground. She 
did not see any weapons or any items in the male’s hand. Officer Burr ordered the male to 
stay on the ground. The male was bleeding and yelling in pain.  
 
Katherine Campbell 
 
On July 18, 2017, at approximately 1649 hours, Detective Patton conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Katherine Campbell at 6700 North Durango Drive. Below is a 
summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Campbell was in the parking lot and walked toward the front entrance of the Kohl's when she 
observed Officer Burr chasing after Russo. As they ran toward the front of the store, Campbell 
heard Officer Burr yell several times, “Get on the ground!” Russo did not comply with Officer 
Burr’s orders and Officer Burr shot Russo causing Russo to fall to the ground.  
 
Campbell did not see Russo with a weapon and did not know why Officer Burr shot Russo.    
 
Patricia Fuson 
 
On July 18, 2017 at 1657 hours, Detective Kenton conducted an audio recorded interview 
with Patricia Fuson. The interview was conducted at Kohl's located at 6700 North Durango 
Drive. The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the 
transcribed statement.  
 
At approximately 1358 hours, Fuson walked from her vehicle in the parking lot in front of 
Kohl's towards Kohl's. She observed a white male wearing a white t-shirt walking fast through 
the cars in the parking lot. She observed Officer Burr drive up in his patrol vehicle and order 
the male to get in front of his vehicle. The male asked him, “Which car?” Officer Burr told him, 
his car. The male did not comply with Officer Burr’s commands. The male ran through the 
cars, evading Officer Burr. She then observed numerous credit cards on the ground in the 
parking lot in the path that the male ran. She assumed the male threw them on the ground. 
Officer Burr ordered the male to, “Stop.” 
 
The male ran to the roadway in front of the Kohl's. Fuson was standing near the doors of the 
Kohl's, when Officer Burr drew his firearm. Officer Burr said something to the effect of “314.” 
She did not see a firearm in the male’s hand.  Officer Burr fired 2 to 3 shots at the male. The 
male fell to the ground. The male screamed that the road was hot. Officer Burr ordered the 
male to stay on the ground. Fuson then went inside of Kohl's until she was contacted by 
officers.  
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Wayne Warner 
 
On July 18, 2017, at approximately 1658 hours, Detective Patton conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Wayne Warner at 6700 North Durango Drive. Below is a summary of 
the interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Warner exited Kohl's and was walking in the parking lot when he observed a police vehicle 
pull into the parking lot and activate the lights of the vehicle. Officer Burr exited his vehicle 
and spoke to Russo. Russo quickly ran from Officer Burr and Officer Burr ordered him to 
stop. Russo refused to stop, threw credit cards at Officer Burr and continued running in 
between cars as Officer Burr followed. 
 
Officer Burr and Russo ran toward the front of Kohl's, Warner put his bags down and was 
going to get in front of Russo to slow him down. Warner tried to help Officer Burr because he 
was by himself.     
 
As Warner got closer to Russo he observed Russo pull something from his waistband and 
saw the barrel of a gun. Russo turned toward Officer Burr with the gun in his hand and Officer 
Burr shot him. Russo fell to the ground and Warner was ordered to move back by a plain 
clothes officer.  
 
Andrew Verdi  
 
On July 18 2017, at approximately 1700 hours, Detectives Alsup and Colon conducted an 
audio recorded interview with Andrew Verdi at 6700 North Durango Drive. Below is a 
summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Detective Alsup advised Verdi of his Miranda rights at 1703 hours to which Verdi stated he 
understood and wanted to speak to detectives. 
 
Verdi stated he knows Giuseppe Russo as “Joseph” and met him approximately four months 
ago. Verdi knows Russo to use heroin and methamphetamine and believed he last used that 
morning. Every time Verdi had come into contact with Russo, he carried a gun, which he 
believed to be a 9mm. Russo carried the gun in his waistband. Verdi stated he and Russo 
were involved in a verbal altercation on the night of July 17, 2017 and Russo pulled out the 
gun, racked the slide and pointed it at Verdi. Verdi also believed Russo had committed 
several burglaries and had bragged about it to friends.  
 
Verdi advised detectives he had done heroin that morning and at some point on July 18, 
2017 Russo had picked him and Eusanio up in the Lexus. Eusanio wanted a ride to Kohl's to 
possibly use a fake ID to obtain a line of credit. The three pulled into the Kohl's parking lot 
and parked in a marked parking space. Russo and Eusanio entered the store while Verdi 
remained in the car. Verdi had been depressed lately due to his girlfriend passing away last 
month from an aneurism.  
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Verdi eventually entered the Kohl's and briefly made contact with Eusanio. Verdi heard a 
helicopter and police sirens outside. Patrol officers made contact with him inside the Kohl's 
and placed handcuffs on him. 
 
Sharine Haller 
 
On July 18, 2017, at approximately 1713 hours, Detective Patton conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Sharine Haller at 6700 North Durango Drive. Below is a summary of 
the interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Haller drove her 2010 Dodge Journey, west in the parking lot, when she was passed by a 
police car. The police car made a quick left and the police officer, Officer Burr immediately 
exited his vehicle and began talking to a male, Giuseppe Russo. Russo quickly began ran 
away from Officer Burr. As Russo ran away several credit cards fell out of his pocket.  
 
Russo and Officer Burr bumped the back of Haller’s vehicle as they ran. As Russo and Officer 
Burr ran toward the front of Kohl's, Haller observed Officer Burr raise his firearm and fire 
approximately six shots at Russo.    
 
Haller did not hear Officer Burr or Russo say anything. Haller did not see anything in Russo’s 
hands and did not know why Officer Burr shot Russo. 
 
Douglas Russell 
 
On July 18, 2017 at 1715 hours, Detective Kenton conducted an audio recorded interview 
with Douglas Russell. The interview was conducted at Kohl's located at 6700 North Durango 
Drive. The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the 
transcribed statement.  
 
At approximately 1358 hours, Russell was shopping at Kohl's. He did not witness the officer 
involved shooting. He looked out the window after the officer involved shooting and observed 
a white male wearing a charcoal shirt and jeans on the ground bleeding. He observed 3 
officers providing medical assistance. He did not hear the shots fired. He did not see any 
items on the ground in the parking lot other than the officer’s medical supplies.  
 
Sheila Taylor 
 
On July 18, 2017 at 1731 hours, Detective Kenton conducted an audio recorded interview 
with Sheila Taylor. The interview was conducted at Kohl's located at 6700 North Durango 
Drive. The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the 
transcribed statement.  
 
At approximately 1358 hours, Taylor, walked to the west door of Kohl's. She saw Officer Burr 
running after a white male. Officer Burr repeatedly yelled at the male to stop running. The 
male continued to run. He ran around a car. Officer Burr again told the male to stop running. 
Officer Burr pulled out his firearm and fired 5 to 10 shots at the male. The male then fell to 
the ground. Officer Burr was approximately 20 feet away from the male when he fired. At the 
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time of the officer involved shooting, Taylor believed she was approximately 60 feet away 
from Officer Burr. Taylor did not see anything in the male’s hand. She stated she was not 
focused on his hand and could not say for sure that he did not have anything. Taylor stood 
by to observe that Officer Burr was okay. She went into the store when other officers arrived.  
 
Marlene Kasulka 
 
On July 18, 2017, at approximately 1733 hours, Detective Patton conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Marlene Kasulka at 6700 North Durango Drive. Below is a summary 
of the interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 
Kasulka drove her silver Kia SUV near the front of Kohl's when she saw a police officer, 
Officer Burr chasing after Russo. Kasulka slammed on her brakes to prevent hitting Officer 
Burr and Russo as they ran in front of her car. Kasulka heard what she thought to be gunshots 
but was not sure because she had never heard real gunshots before.  
 
Kasulka was approximately five to ten yards away from Officer Burr when he shot Russo. 
Kasulka did not see the shooting, she only heard the shooting. Kasulka did not see a weapon 
in Russo’s hand and does not know why Officer Burr shot him.      
 
Angelina Gallardo 
 
On July 18, 2017, at approximately 1734 hours, Detective Alsup conducted an audio 
recorded interview with . Also present for the 
interview was Detective Colon and . Below is a summary 
of the interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript.  
 

 was inside Kohl's shopping with her family. She stood near a window in the front of 
the store and observed a white male running from a police officer. A short time later  
observed the police officer shoot the male who was running from him. heard the 
officer yelling but could not understand what was being said.  stated after hearing 
the gunshots, she was very scared and walked away to find the rest of her family members. 
 
Lisa Ware 
 
On July 18, 2017 at 1858 hours, Detective Kenton conducted an audio recorded interview 
with Lisa Ware. The interview was conducted at Ware’s residence located at 5438 Alfred 
Drive, Las Vegas, NV 89108. The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details 
refer to the transcribed statement.  
 
At approximately 1358 hours, Ware, walked through the parking lot of the shopping center 
from Buffalo Wild Wings to Lee’s Liquor. She was on the sidewalk that cuts northeast through 
the parking lot. She was wearing headphones and listening to music and was approximately 
40 feet away from the incident. She observed a white male exit Kohl's, who was yelling and 
waving his hands in the air. She could not tell what was being yelled. She then saw Officer 
Burr talking or yelling at the male. She then heard 4 or 5 shots. She did not witness Officer 
Burr fire the shots. She did not witness the male’s actions at the time of the shooting. She 
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hid behind an SUV. She stepped out and observed Officer Burr standing near the male and 
the male was on the ground bleeding. She took out her phone and recorded the male on the 
ground. She did not record the officer involved shooting. She believed she heard Officer Burr 
say, “I don’t see any weapons,” or “I don’t know if he has any more weapons on him,” after 
the shooting occurred.  
  
XIII. TIMELINE    
 
The below timeline is a reconstruction of events which transpired on Tuesday, July 18, 2017 in 
relation to the non-fatal officer-involved shooting that occurred at 6700 N. Durango Drive.  

 

Time  
(hours) 

Description of Event/Action Source 

13:52:25 Loria called 911 and reported a subject (Verdi) in a 
vehicle in front of Kohl's that was hitting his head 
against the side door. Verdi appeared to be crying 
and was watching people go in and out of the store. 
Loria gave the license plate number. 

Computer Aided Dispatch 
(CAD) 

13:53:00 The license plate was run and came back reported as 
stolen. Officer Burr was assigned to the call. 

CAD 

13:55:49 Officer Burr arrived in the parking lot. CAD 

13:57:09 Officer Burr located the vehicle and broadcast he was 
going out on a subject (Russo). He requested a Code 
Red. 

CAD 

13:57:29 Officer Burr broadcast he was in foot pursuit. CAD 

13:57:52 Shots Fired broadcast. CAD 

 
XIV. FORENSICS REQUESTS/RESULTS 
 
Firearm Examination(s) 
 
On August 01, 2017 an LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Request was submitted on Russo's 
Interarms Walther PPK/S as well as Officer Burr’s Glock for a function test and ballistic 
comparison evidence.    
 
On August 30, 2017 Forensic Scientist Anya Lester, P# 13771, submitted the Report of 
Examination: Firearms & Toolmarks. The following evidence was examined and the results are 
reported below.  
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Results and Conclusions: 
 

Firearms and Magazines  
 
The Interarms pistol was examined, test fired and found to be operational with no noted 
malfunctions. This pistol has a barrel length of approximately 3 3/8 inches, an overall length of 
approximately 6 3/16 inches and trigger pulls of 4 ¾ - 5 pounds single action and 11 ¾ - 12 
pounds double action. The submitted magazine (Item 2) has a capacity of seven cartridges. 
 
The Glock pistol was examined, test fired and found to be operational with no noted 
malfunctions. This pistol has a barrel length of approximately 4 ½ inches, an overall length of 
approximately 8 1/16 inches and a trigger pull of 7 ½ - 8 pounds. The submitted magazine 
(Item 9) has a capacity of eighteen cartridges. 
 
Cartridge Cases 
 
The evidence cartridge cases were examined and microscopically compared to the test fired 
cartridge cases with the following results: 

 The evidence cartridge cases were identified as having been fired by the submitted 
Glock pistol. 

 
NIBIN 
 
Representative images of a test fired cartridge case from the Interarms pistol were entered into 
and searched in the National Integrated Ballistic Information Network (NIBIN). Associations 
from the network will be reported separately.  
The evidence is returned to secure storage.  
---This report does not constitute the entire case file. The case file may be comprised of 
worksheets, images, analytical data and other documents.--- 
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